Abstract mim-width is a recent graph width measure that has seen applications in graph algorithms and problems related to propositional satisfiability. In this paper, we show linear lower bounds for the mim-width of strongly chordal split graphs, co-comparability graphs and circle graphs. This improves and refines lower bounds that were known before, some of them only conditionally. In the case of strongly chordal graphs not even a conditional lower bound was known before. All of the bounds given are optimal up to constants.
Introduction
Perfect graphs and several subclasses like chordal graphs, interval graphs and circle graphs are a classical field of study in graph theory. In particular, they have also been studied in the field of graph algorithms because many classical problems that are NP-complete on general graphs are tractable for these classes, see [dR + ] for an overview and extensive references.
One way of explaining favorable algorithmic properties of certain graph classes is showing that on these classes width measures that can be used for algorithm design are bounded. One such parameter is mim-width, short for maximum induced matching width, which has been explicitly defined by Vatshelle in his thesis [Vat12] but was implicitly already used by Belmonte and Vatshelle in [BV13] . mim-width strictly generalizes many other graph parameters such as treewidth and cliquewidth but still allows efficient algorithms for many graph problems. For example, Belmonte and Vatshelle showed that interval graphs and many other classes have constant mim-width which results directly in efficient algorithms for Maximum Independent Set, Minimum Dominating Set and many other problems. Note that these graphs have unbounded cliquewidth, so these algorithm really use the enhanced power of mim-width.
Another field in which mim-width has had quite some impact are problems related to propositional satisfiability, in particular model counting and knowledge compilation. Here, mim-width cannot only be used for upper bounds, using also his close cousin ps-width [STV15, BCMS15, GPST16], but it is also an important ingredient (sometimes slightly modified) when showing lower bounds [Raz14, BCMS14] .
It is known that mim-width cannot be used to design algorithms for some well-known classes of perfect graphs, e.g. chordal graphs. This is because having small width and being able to compute the relevant decomposition tree would result in efficient algorithms on these graphs for problems that remain NP-complete on them. Vatshelle in his thesis [Vat12] gave several classes for which this is the case. Consequently, either the mim-width of these graphs is generally high or it is small but computing the witnessing decompositions is intractable. In this paper, we show that for all of the classes that Vatshelle gave, the former is the case. More specifically, we show that the class of strongly chordal split graphs, co-comparability graphs and circle graphs generally all have mim-width bounded from below linearly in the number of vertices. Up to constant factors, these bounds are optimal.
We remark that very recently Kang et al. [KjKST16] showed a mimwidth lower bound of log 2 (n/2) for split graphs and of n/12 for cocomparability graphs. Our bounds here beat these bounds quantitatively and, in the case of chordal graphs, are true for more restrictive graph classes. We also remark that our work heavily relies on the mim-width lower bound in [BCM15] for chordal bipartite graphs.
Preliminaries
We use standard notation from graph theory which can be found in e.g. [Die12] . Let G = (V, E) be a graph. For every set A ⊆ V we defineĀ := V \ A. Moreover, we define G[A,Ā] to be the bipartite graph with color classes A andĀ that contains exactly the edges in E that have endpoints in both A andĀ.
A branch decomposition of a graph G = (V, E) is a rooted binary tree T whose leaves are the vertices in V . There are several graph width measures defined by branch decompositions; here we will only be interested in mimwidth which is defined as follows: Every node t of the branch decomposition T of G defines a partition A,Ā of V where A contains exactly the vertices appearing as leaves in the subtree T t of T rooted in t. The mim-value of the partition A,Ā is the size of a maximum induced matching in G[A,Ā]. The mim-width of the decomposition T is the maximal mim-value of the partitions defined by the nodes t of T . Finally, the mim-width of G, denoted by mimw(G), is the minimal mim-width taken over all branch decompositions of G.
Let C be a cycle in a graph. We say that C has a chord if there is an edge between two vertices of C that are not neighbors on C. A graph is called chordal bipartite if it is bipartite and every cycle of length at least 6 has a chord. Chordal bipartite graphs are known to have high mim-width.
Theorem 1 ([BCM15]
). There is a family G cb of chordal bipartite graphs and a constant c such that for every graph G ∈ G cb we have mimw(G) ≥ c|V (G)|.
Adding Edges to Bipartite Graphs
In this section we will prove the main technical lemma which we will use to prove lower bounds for restricted graph classes later on. Intuitively, it say that when starting with a bipartite graph, adding edges inside the color classes does not decrease the mim-width by much.
Lemma 2. Let G be a bipartite graph with color classes X and Y . Let moreover G ′ be a graph that we get from G by adding some edges whose respective end vertices are either both in X or both in Y . Then
Proof. Note first that any branch decomposition of G is a branch decomposition of G ′ and vice versa. Let T be any such branch decomposition. Then we know that there is a node t in T that defines a partition (A,Ā) of the vertices such that G[A,Ā] has an induced matching M of size mimw(G). Then M has a sub-matching M ′ such that
• the end vertices of X appearing as end vertices in M ′ are all in one color class in G[A,Ā], and
Then the vertices Y appearing as end vertices in M are all in the opposite color class of G[A,Ā] as the vertices in X. Consequently, none of the edges added in the construction of
Since we can find such an M ′ for every branch decomposition T , the claim follows.
Let us sketch how we can use Lemma 2 to show lower bounds. The idea is to start with a class of bipartite graphs for which we already have a lower bound such as that of Theorem 1. We then construct new graphs by adding edges to the graphs from class we started from. These edges are added are added only inside the respective color classes and in such a way that the resulting graphs lie in our target class. Then invoking Lemma 2 tells us that the mim-width has not decreased much in this transformation which completes the proof.
As an example, we could start with the class of grid graphs which are bipartite and known to have a mim-width of Θ( √ n) where n is the number of vertices [Vat12, Theorem 4.3.10]. Then adding all potential edges inside one of the respective color classes yields split graphs (see Section 4). With Lemma 2 this yields a lower bound of Ω( √ n), beating the log 2 (n/2) lower bound of [KjKST16] exponentially.
Our refined lower bounds take a little more care but are shown with essentially the same argument.
Strongly Chordal Split Graphs
A cycle in a graph is called even if it contains an even number of vertices. An odd chord in a cycle is a chord that connects two vertices that have an odd distance along the cycle. A graph is defined to be chordal if every cycle of length at least 4 has a chord. A graph is called strongly chordal if it is chordal and every even cycle of length at least 6 in it has an odd chord. A graph is called a split graph if its vertices can be partitioned into two sets in such a way that they induce a clique and an independent set, respectively. Finally, a graph is called a strongly chordal split graph if it is both strongly chordal and a split graph.
Let G be a bipartite graph with color classes X and Y . Construct G ′ by adding to G an edge between every pair of vertices in Y .
Lemma 3. If G is bipartite chordal, then G ′ is a strongly chordal split graph.
We remark that Lemma 3 was already observed in [Mül96] without proof.
Proof. We first show that G ′ is a split graph. To see this, observe that by construction Y induces a clique in G ′ and X induces an independent set, because G is bipartite.
We now show that G ′ is strongly chordal. First observe that it is chordal, because every cycle of length at least 4 must contain two vertices in Y that are not neighbors on the cycle. But these vertices are then connected by an edge that was added in the construction of G ′ from G, which gives us the desired chord. Now consider an even cycle C of length at least 6 in G ′ . Let S be the set of edges added in the construction of G ′ from G. Let P be the longest path in C that is induced by the edges in S. We consider several cases depending on the length p of P and show that in all cases C has an odd chord.
Case p = 0: In this case, C contains no edges from S. Thus C is also a cycle in G and has a chord e because G is bipartite chordal. But since G is bipartite, the chord e is odd.
Case p = 1: In this case, P consists of a single edge e in S. But then, because the number of edges in C is even, there must be a second edge e ′ from S in C and these edges do not share a vertex. It follows that there must be end vertices u of e and v of e ′ such that the distance between u and v on C is odd. Moreover, u and v are both in Y by construction of G ′ and definition of S. Consequently, C has the odd chord uv.
Case p = 2: Let u 1 , u 2 and u 3 be the vertices of P where u 2 lies in the middle. Let P ′ be the uu ′ -path that results from deleting the edges of P from C. Since C has at least 6 edges, we have that P ′ has at least 4 edges. Then P ′ must contain a vertex v ∈ Y different from the u i , because there are no edges between any vertices in X. Let u ′ be the vertex with these properties that is closest to u 1 on P ′ . Then the sub-path from u 1 to u ′ in P ′ only contains edges from G and since G is bipartite and u 1 and u ′ are in the same color class in G, we have that the distance between u 1 and u ′ on C is even. Consequently, the distance between u 2 and u ′ along C is odd. Since u 2 and u ′ both lie in Y , they are connected by an edge in G ′ which yields the desired odd chord.
Case p ≥ 3: In this case, there are vertices u and v on P that are at an odd distance on P and thus C. Since u and v are end vertices of edges in S and thus both in Y , they are connected by a edge which gives the desired chord and completes the proof.
We now have everything in place to show our first mim-width lower bound.
Theorem 4. There is a family G scs of strongly chordal split graphs and a constant c such that for every graph G ∈ G scs we have mimw(G) ≥ c|V (G)|.
Proof. Consider the family G cb from Theorem 1 and compute for every graph G in it the graph G ′ as above. The union of the G ′ is the family G scs . By Lemma 3, the family G scs consists of strongly chordal split graphs. Lemma 2 shows that in the construction of G ′ from G, the mim-width does only decreases by a constant factor, which directly yields the lower bound for G sps from that for G cb .
We remark that Theorem 4 answers negatively half of Open Questions 9 from [Vat12] which asks if the mim-width of strongly chordal graphs and tolerance graphs is bounded by a constant.
Co-Comparability Graphs
A graph G is a comparability graph if it is transitively orientable, i.e., its edges can be directed such that if ab and bc are directed edges, then ac is a directed edge as well. Clearly, all bipartite graphs are comparability graphs: just choose one color class and direct all edges from this color class to the other one. Since there are no directed paths containing more than one edge in the resulting digraph, the transitivity condition is trivially true. A graph is called a co-comparability graph if it is the complement of a comparability graph.
For every bipartite graph G with color classes X and Y , we construct a graph G ′ by adding edges between all pairs of vertices that lie in the same color class.
Observation 5. The graph G ′ is a co-comparability graph.
Proof. Since all pairs of vertices in X, respectively Y , are connected in G ′ , in the complement graphḠ ′ both X and Y induce independent sets. Thus G ′ is bipartite and consequently a comparability graph. It follows that G ′ is a co-comparability graph.
The following theorem can now be proved with essentially the same proof as Theorem 4.
Theorem 6. There is a family G cc of co-comparability graphs and a constant c such that for every graph G ∈ G cc we have mimw(G) ≥ c|V (G)|.
With Theorem 1 and Theorem 6, we know that there is a family of comparability graphs and a family of co-comparability graphs that both have high mim-width. Let us remark that in contrast to this all families of graphs that are comparability graphs and co-comparability graphs have constant mim-width. Indeed, such graphs are circular permutation graphs (see [dR + ]) which by [BV13] have mim-width at most 2.
Circle Graphs
In this section, we will show that the class of circle graphs has high mimwidth, using a construction that is heavily inspired by that of [Dam89] . A graph G is called a circle graph if it is the intersection graph of chords in a circle, i.e., it has the following representation: the vertices are chords in a circle and two vertices are connected by an edge if and only if these chords intersect.
We will start with the following lemma. 
2) Every graph
Proof. Let G * be a class of 3-regular expander graphs. For G from G * we construct G ′ by substituting every edge by a path of length 2. We define G to be the union of all the G ′ .
By construction, the graphs in G satisfy property 1), so it only remains to show property 2). Remember that a graph is called d-degenerate if every subgraph has a vertex of degree at most k. Note that G ′ as constructed above is 2-degenerate. Combining Lemma 4.2.4 and Lemma 4.3.9 from [Vat12] , we get that for every d-degenerate graph we have
By [GM09] , the class G * has treewidth linear in the number of vertices. Since for all graphs in G * the number of edges and thus the number of vertices of all graphs in G is linear in the number of graphs in G * that were used in the construction of G, we get that there is a constant c satisfying property 2).
We now show that circle graphs have high mim-width.
Theorem 8. There is a family G cir of circle graphs and a constant c such that for every graph G ∈ G cir we have mimw(G) ≥ c|V (G)|.
Proof. Let G be the class of graphs in Lemma 7. For every G in Lemma 7 we construct a circle graph G as follows: For every vertex in X, we put a chord into a circle which we call X-chord. We do this in such a way that for every X-chord one of the arcs defined by its end points contains no endpoint of any of the other X-chords. Now for every vertex in Y we add a chord in such a way that it intersects the X-chords of its neighbors and no other X-chord. This completes the construction of G ′ . Note that the construction of G ′ is not deterministic as there are in general several concrete ways to put the chord into the circle, but for our purposes any graph constructed this way will do, so for every G from G we arbitrarily pick one such graph and define it to be G ′ . We define G cir to be the union of all G ′ constructed this way.
By construction, G cir consists of circle graphs, so it only remains to show the lower bound on the mim-width. To this end, observe that G is a subgraph of G ′ that we get by deleting all edges that connect pairs of vertices in Y . Said differently, G ′ can be constructed from G by adding some edges between vertices in Y . Lemma 7 and Lemma 2 directly yield the desired lower bound.
Conclusion
We showed that mim-width lower bound linear in the number of vertices for several classes of perfect graphs. This strengthens conditional lower bounds of [Vat12] and recent bounds from [KjKST16] . We also answered half of an open question by Vatshelle, showing that strongly chordal graphs do not have bounded mim-width. It would be interesting to answer the other half of this question either by showing that tolerance graphs have bounded mim-width or by constructing tolerance graphs of high mim-width.
As we have seen, Lemma 2 is quite a flexible tool in proving mim-width lower bounds. We are confident that it or similar arguments can be used to show more lower bounds in a similar way.
Finally, it would be interesting to perform a similar study as in this paper for the very recently introduced notion of sim-width, a refinement of mimwidth [KjKST16] . Since split graphs have sim-width 1 but linear mim-width, the gap between the two measures is essentially as big as is could potentially be. Can one better understand the relation of sim-width and mim-width for other graph classes? Note that by the results of [KjKST16] , this would probably require a fine understanding of induced minors isomorphic to socalled t-matching complete graphs.
